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Synopsis
Combining single-dish + interferometer data.
a) How & why?
Combination methods:
a) Before deconvolution

-

Linear addition, Pseudo Visabilities

b) During deconvolution

-

CLEAN, Maximum entropy, joint decon.

c) after deconvolution

Stepping through the script.
a) Flow chart
b) about the data

Feather, “hybrid”

How?
Because interferometers are spatial filters.

-

Spatial scales with frequencies longer than that probed by
the shortest interferometer baseline are un-sampled (less
the diameter of an antenna element).

12m SD
7m ACA
12m ALMA

The zero spatial frequency (i.e. the DC offset) is un-sampled.
Courtesy of Ott, J.

-

Loss of morphological information, loss of extended flux - can affect science.
Losses become important when the source size is > ~1/3 - 1/2 of the primary beam.

ALMA obtains low spatial frequencies
AND total power from the ALMA
Compact Array:
ACA includes:
4 x 12m total power antennas
12 x 7m “short spacings” antennas

Why? II
interferometer only

Single-dish only

⊗
negative “Bowls”

Combined dataset

HI in SMC
Single Dish: Parkes (D=64m)
Int.: ATCA (d=22m), Bmin=34m
(Vel=165 km/s Helio)
Braun & Walterbos, 1982

(∆v=1.63 km/s)
Stánimirovic et al, 1999

Combining data
A number of methods exist

-

Before/during/after deconvolution (of Int. data)
Linear/nonlinear.
Visibilities domain/image domain.

Optimisation, pros and cons depend on:

-

Total size of field.
Dominant structure in the field (compact/extended)
Matching of single-dish/shortest spacings
The science goals
Who you talk to.

Combining data
1. Before decon, image domain.

-

Linear combination, then non-linear decon

-

non-linear combination & decon

-

non-linear decon, then linear combination

2. Pseudo visibilities

3. Max entropy
4. Joint deconvolution
5. CLEAN

6. Feathering
7. Hybridization

BDID
Before deconvolution, Image domain (BDID)
Linear combination in Image domain.
f x (SD image)

int. dirty image

f x (SD Beam)

int. dirty beam

linearly add

linearly add
Deconvolve
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I=intensity image data
V=fourier inverted image data - i.e. visibilities.
B=Beam image data

α=

Ωint
Ω SD

fcal =

Sint
SSD

=1 for perfect
calibration

b=fourier inverted beam

Simple, linear and straightforward

Further reading on BDID:

-Stánimirovic, PhDT, 1999
-Stewart, R.T. 1993

Pseudo visibilities
Linear combination in Image domain.
Apodize SD image & FT

FT SD beam. truncated to k=0-D

Deconvolve
FT back to image dom.

FT beam to image dom.

Multiply by Interferometer beam
Invert back to F dom. & regrid

Interferometer beam
Combine beams & FT

Deconvolve

Most effective for

-

large D (single-dish diameter)
small d (interferometer diameter)

(generally true for all combination methods...)
Further reading on Pseudo-vis:

- Rodrîguez-Fernández et al, IRAM memo 2008-2
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Maximum entropy
Maximum Entropy (ME) - i.e. most “probable”.

-

Better performance for large mosaics
image domain & non-linear
{image.mem} (CASA)
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Mi(x) = model image. SD data?, e = natural log
defined by:
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and achieve: χ = ΣΣ Vp (ui )−V p (ui ) w p ≤ Nσ
2
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V p (ui ) = i-th model-derived visibility
(pixel) of the p-th visibility
wi = weight inversely proportional to
sqr of rms of i-th datapoint
The result of different entropy algorithms.

That is to say that:
Further reading on MEM:

- Cornwell Holdaway & Uson, 1988
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-Cornwell, 1988
- Narayan & Nityananda 1986

Top-left is model. bottom right is CLEAN.
Narayan & Nityananda, 1986

Joint Deconvolution

-

Maximum entropy over SD and int datasets
image domain & non-linear
MOSMEM (Miriad)

Iterate and attempt to maximize
entropy as for MEM method.
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However entropy is maximised for both
interferometer datasets and SD dataset:
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CLEAN
Using CLEAN with single-dish as “model” input image.
CLEAN cleans to input image, and not a flat surface (total power will
necessarily be zero in an interferometer-only dataset).

-

i.e. input image forces positivity of combined resulting dataset.

Low-frequency end now has a constraining datapoint to improve convergence.
Spatial scales estimated by CLEAN constrained by SD data:

Amplitude

Amplitude

Spatial scales estimated by CLEAN without SD data:

Courtesy of Ott, J.

-

spatial frequency increasing

spatial frequency increasing

Feathering
V (k)comb = w'(k)V (k)+ fcal w''(k)V 'SD (k)

Combination in Fourier domain

-

Weight derived from overlap in u,v

w'(k)+ w''(k) =

SD scaled to form contiguous “beam”

FT SD image

FT SD beam.

Deconvolve

-

IMMERGE (Miriad), IMERG (AIPS),
IMAGE (AIPS++)
FEATHER (CASA)

1
e
2π

(θint k )2
4 ln 2

FT int. clean beam

FT int. Image.

Compute weights

Scale SD Vis.
Combine in u,v
FT to image dom.

Hybrid
This method is essentially, feathering, with weights=1.
FT SD image

FT SD beam.

FT int. clean beam

FT int. Image.

Deconvolve
RE-convolve
Switch int(k<D) & SD(k<D)
FT to image dom.

I comb = FT {VSD−int (k < Rtr )+Vint (k > Rtr )}
VSD−int (k) = VSD (k)×bint

Further reading on “Hybrid” method:

-Weiß et al, 2001
-Rodrîguez-Fernández et al, IRAM memo 2008-2

Methods: before decon
FT & form dirty SD & int images

Before deconvolution, Image
domain (BDID)

FT & form dirty SD & int beams

Weight by resolution ratios (α)

Apodize SD image & FT

FT SD beam. truncated to k=0-D

Deconvolve
FT back to image dom.

Bcomb =

1
( B D + α fcal BSD )
(1+ α) int

int
int
VSD(k=0−D
) (k) = FT { I SD(k=0−D ) ×B }

FT beam to image dom.

Multiply by Interferometer beam
Invert back to F dom. & regrid

-

1
( I D + α fcal I SD )
(1+ α) int

Derive combined sky visibilites
Deconvolve

Pseudo visibilities (PV)

I comb =

Interferometer beam
Combine beams & FT

Deconvolve

Requires good knowledge of beams
straightforward linear comb
FT of SD Images with emission up to edge may require tapering
Equal weights for all k can overweight short spatial frequencies
Non-linear deconvolution exacerbating any problems, during non-linear
deconvolution, or produce image data more faithful to measured int. visibilities*).

* Depending on who you talk to.

Methods: during decon
Maximum Entropy

-

Maximum entropy over int datasets relative to model.
Image domain, non-linear decon.
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⎜⎝ M (x)e ⎟⎟⎠
i
i

successful with large overlap in F domain.
successful for large & smooth emission.
Hogbom, Clarke, CSCLEAN, etc.
Uses SD data as input model, and CLEAN to it.
successful for compact regions
Multiscale CLEAN more successful for extended emission

“Joint” deconvolution

-

spatial frequency increasing

Amplitude

-

Amplitude

Clean

Maximum entropy over SD and int datasets
requires good estimates of noise properties (or well-behaved
i.e. uniform) data.
can compute fcal and Icomb simultaneously.

spatial frequency increasing
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methods: after decon
FT SD beam.

FT SD image

Combination in Fourier domain

-

FT int. Image.

Compute weights

Deconvolve

Fourier domain, linear

FT int. clean beam

Scale SD Vis.

overweights short spatial frequencies

Combine in u,v
FT to image dom.

requires good knowledge of clean int. beam
Combination factor inaccessible to user (CASA)

V (k)comb = w'(k)V (k)+ fcal w''(k)V 'SD (k)

FT SD beam.

FT SD image

FT int. clean beam

FT int. Image.

Deconvolve

Hybridization technique
(weightless feather)

RE-convolve
Switch int(k<D) & SD(k<D)
FT to image dom.

I comb = FT {VSD−int (k < Rtr )+Vint (k > Rtr )}

More comparisons
IMMERGE
(Feather)

Before Decon,
image domain.

MOSMEM
with model

Joint
deconvolution

Data combination practical: Data and script
a) Using real Nobeyama data of an unknown* molecular
cloud, and molecular transition.
a) Nobeyama Millimeter Array (NMA)
b) NRO 45-m telescope

b) Two methods:
a) Feathering (task ‘feather’).
a) i.e. after deconvolution.
b) CLEAN with single-dish data as initial model
a) I.e. before deconvolution.

* Coordinates + names changed to protect the innocent...
(this is real, unpublished data, because real is better than fake)

Flow in the script

Preparation and formalism for both methods is identical:
Int. image
Update header information
CLEAN

Single dish image.
Cleaned int. image

Clean 1◦ beam

Correct axis + header info.
Regrid SD data

Apodize SD image with 1◦ beam
FEATHER/(CLEAN-II)
Combined image

Stepping through the script I
Stage 1: import interferometric visibility data
Import fits as a visibilities measurements set

Stage 2: import single-dish image data
import SD data as image

Stage 3. Apply fixes & corrections to Nobeyama data headers
Presently done by hand, but will be done by auto-filler

Stage 4. imaging with interferometric data only (CLEAN)
A kind of “first pass” to obtain Clean beam, image geometry etc.
Stage 5. Add stokes axis to single-dish data
Necessary fixes to header information.
Again, presently done by hand, in future
done by auto-filler

Stepping through the script II
(Stage 4. imaging with interferometric data only, CLEAN).

(Stage 5. Add stokes axis to single-dish data)

Stage 6. regridding single-dish data

Stage 7: apply interferometer primary
beam to Single Dish dataset

Stage 8, PRODUCT I:
Obtained by Feather

Stage 9, PRODUCT II: CLEAN with
SD image as model image

Results

Single-dish image

Interferometer CLEANed image

Results

Feather
(linear, after Decon)
Bear in mind:
Feather overweights large-scales

CLEAN with model
(non-linear, during Decon)
Bear in mind:
CLEAN assumes clumpy distribution

Comparisons

Interferometer alone Feather

CLEAN
(with initial model)

Total flux (Jy)*

4.59

28.5

30.8

Peak flux (Jy/beam)

0.38

0.54

0.46

Rms (mJy/beam)

43.8

71.8

76.7

*total flux of single-dish image = 28.0 Jy (after applying primary beam)

Issues & considerations
a) Calibration of difference in flux scales between single-dish and
interferometer
b) Relative weight between interferometric and single-dish data
→ Required sensitivities
c) Feathering: need to deconvolve interferometric image BEFORE merging
d) What is the control parameters to optimize? (e.g., tapering function for
feathering)
f) Near(?) future:
a) Examination of the methods
a) How to optimize?
b) Suitability (depends on what?); comparing among different methods

b) Other techniques?
a) Joint deconvolution (using MEM)
b) Pseudo-visibility method

Practical part:
Use the python script:
combine_nrodata.verbose.py
to combine processed single-dish data:
45m Nobyama single dish data : 45m_imgdata.demo.fits
!
with processed interferometer visibilities:
Nobyama millimeter array data: nma_visdata.demo.fits

About the data:
These data are unpublished, real data from Nobyama but the coordinates are
changed. Please do not disseminate them outside of ALMA. If you are interested
in the data, how they are taken and what they are, you are free to contact:
Yasutaka Kurono, yasutaka.kurono@nao.ac.jp

